Basis

• Quality Partnership Initiative
• November 2012 Recommendations
• Communication and Collaboration Team
  – Education on existing policy
  – Policy changes – Internal Corps
  – Legal Issues – Congress and WRRDA
Webinars

1) Contributed Funds, Jan Rasgus, Aug 2013
2) Project Cost Limits, Jeremy LaDart, WRDA Section 902 and Kim Callan, Cost Engineering
3) Planning Modernization and SMART Planning, Tab Brown, Jan 2014
4) USACE 2015 Budget and 2014 Work Plan, Jeff McKee, April 2014
5) Planning Studies to PED and Economic Updates, Jeff Strahan, Jeremy LaDart and Todd Nettles Jun 2014
6) Nav Studies Lessons Learned, Todd Nettles, Nov 2014
Webinar Ideas

• Port Perspectives on issues, perhaps WRRDA issues
• Post implementation guidance issuance feedback
• Navigation Channel improvement within port capital investment
• Dredged Material Management Plans, DMMP’s
• 3x3x3 Lessons Learned, Corps and Port Perspectives
Webinar Ideas

WRRDA Section 7001 Lessons Learned, prepare for 2015 submission – report vs appendix

• Lessons Learned – explain the need for the project, tell the story, how it benefits the Nation, interaction among Fed agencies

• Infrequently dredged projects prepare to dredge – environmental testing, etc. Lessons Learned

• Charleston District and Port – after action

• After successful CWRB conduct a webinar of LL
Webinar Ideas

• Port Canaveral 204
• 408 use - under what conditions
• Preparing for the CWRB, SOP available being reviewed
• Non-Nav views of successful project, Suzanne Scott, San Antonio River
• Contributed funds – update of streamline effort, WRRDA changes
Webinar Ideas

• OMB New Investment decision that allows FCSA to be started
• Alternatives for port dredging during the Federal Nav channel contract work
• Env agencies – understand their roles and responsibilities
• Beneficial reuse of dredged material
• FY16 budget and FY15 Work Plan – prepare for FY17
Webinar Ideas